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KAKK 1570 AM KQKK 101.9 FM
October - December 2019 Programs and Issues

-We inform the public on Invasive Species to our Lakes and Rivers through PSA's from the 
Hubbard County Coalition of Lake Associations and in our daily news segments.  Other locally 
produced PSA's include Hubbard County in Prevention (teen drinking) and Northwest Coalition 
(drinking and driving).

-Sporting Journal Radio is a 1 hour weekly show that plays on Saturday mornings on KA and 
KQ.  It addresses everything hunting and fishing related, legislative issues that effect the 
outdoors, including conservation, safety and hunting/fishing regulations.

-During Winter Hazard Awareness week November 4 – 8, we focused on getting ready for winter
by reading information from the National Weather Service concerning winter storms, general 
home preparedness, indoor winter issues like mold, carbon monoxide and winter driving tips.

-We run extra deer hunting safety PSAs around the deer opener.

-We keep our listener's informed with short news breaks focused on regional news and issues. 
Our Capsule News runs Monday – Saturday, twice an hour from 9 AM – 5 PM.

-A local church does a live broadcast on KQKK Sundays from 8:30 – 9:30 AM every Sunday.  

-The Contact radio program airs at 5:30 AM on KQKK Monday through Saturday.  It has wide 
ranging topics, but it's usually something inspiring about people making a difference in the 
World.

Additinal information on public service announcements

October – December 2019

(Listed below are broadcasts and advertisements from KAKK & KQKK at no cost to the 
charity)

 Coffeetime continues to be sounding board for radio audience for KAKK listeners 
call in show allows listeners to access airways.  Ed and Craig talk about whatever
the listeners want to call in about.  Topics range from local issues to politics to 
local events and everywhere in between.  Sometimes our local Representative 
Steve Green stops in.

 Weekly program for the placement of animals from the animal shelter featuring a
live interview with staff at the Animal Shelter in Hubbard County.  Including 
information on how to volunteer for the organization and their fundraising 
events.

 The tree lighting is one of the events talked about on Coffeetime and in the local
news.  See next page.
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